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TOME AND FATHER J. B. R.
By FLORENCE HAWLEY ELLIS
(Concluded)
For over one hundred years the Tome church stood without a bell. In 1863 (the year in which Arizona was marked
off from New Mexico as a separate territory) Manuel A.
Otero and his devout wife, Dona Dolores, were persuaded to
invest some of the money accruing from their mill and farm
in a bell for the south tower. Pooling funds with them in
this expensive project was another family, even more
wealthy in land's and reputed to have so much gold coin
they kept it in large skin bags. Time passed and the bell arrived from St. Louis, the raised letters on one side giving
place, date, and patron saint: "St. Louis, 1863. Nuestra Senora Immaculada de Tome." There were also the names of
the two families, the donors or "padrinos" (godparents).
The marking should have read "La Natividad de La Immaculada Conception," the birthday of the Virgin Marywhich is honored on Sept. 8 by fiesta. Kearny and his men,
moving south from Santa Fe to meet an attack purportedly
threatened by Gov. Armijo (actually still in flight), camped
near Tome on the evening of Sept. 7, 1846, and Lt. Emory
recorded what was-to the Americans-a novel occasion :25
It was the eve of the fete of Tome in honor of the Virgin
Mary, and people from all parts of the country were flocking
in crowds to the town. The primitive wagons of the country
were used by the women as coaches. These wagons were heavy
boxes mounted on wheels cut from large cotton wood; over
the top of the box was spread a blanket, and inside were
huddled, in a dense crowd, the women, children, pigs, lambs,
and "everything that is his." The man of the family usually
seated himself on the tongue of the wagon. . . . In one of
these wagons a violin was being played, and the women who
were sitting on their feet, made the most of the music by
brandishing their bare arms and moving their heads to the
cadence. At night there was a theatrical representation in the
public square. The piece dramatized was from the Old
Testament.
25. W. H. Emory, Notes of a Military Reconnaissance from Fort Leavenworth in
Missouri to San Diego, in California, Sen. Ex. Doc. No.7, 1848, O. 38-43.
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During the day I had been puzzled by seeing at regular
intervals on the wall surrounding the capilla, and on the
turrets of the capilla itself, (which be it remembered is of
mud,) piles of dry wood. The mystery was now to be cleared
up. At a given signal all were lighted, and simultaneously a
flight of rockets took place from every door and window of the
chapel, fire-works of all kinds, from the blazing rocket to children's whirligigs, were now displayed in succession. The pyrotechny was the handicraft of the priests. I must say the whole
affair did honor to the church, and displayed considerable
chemical knowledge. Most of the spectators were on mules,
each with his woman in front, and it was considered a great
feat to explode a rocket under a mule's belly without previous
intimation to the rider.
September 8.-Long shall I remember the fete of Tome, a
scene at once so novel and so striking. . . .
I had to examine guides in reference to the route to California, and engage such as I might think fit for the trip.
My last interview of this kind today was in a species of
public building, or guard-house, where a number of Mexicans
had collected with arms. Several written tablets hung around
the walls, but they were perfectly illegible. Our business was
cut short by the sound of passing music. A strange sight presented itself. In a sedan chair, borne by four men, was seated
a wax figure nearly as large as life, extravagantly dressed;
following immediately were three or four priests, with long
tallow candles, a full yard in length. Some American officers
followed, each holding a candle. . . .
It was thought proper that the officers should show every
respect to the religious observances of the country, consequently they did not decline participation in these ceremonies.
The procession ended at the church. After the services
there were concluded we repaired to the house of the padre,
where we found a collation.
We had proposed attending a theatrical representation
going on in the open air, but a heavy squall of wind and a few
drops of rain put a stop to this amusement, and all retired to
dress for the fandango, which is the name given to all collections of people where there is music and dancing.
A cotillion was attempted in honor of the American
present, but this cold and formal dance soon gave way to the
more joyous dances of the countrJT, the Coona [la_~una],_the~
-Bolero, and the Italiana. Every variety of figure was introduced, but the waltz was the basis of all except the Bolero,
which, as danced here resembles our negro jig.
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The Tome image of the Immaculate Conception, carried
upright (not seated) in the religious procession around the
plaza on this Saint's day, is kno\\fl as "Nana Virgin"Grandmother Virgin. For generations brides have presented
their wedding clothes to her after their marriages. The figure
was carved of wood about 1790 by Antonio Silva, local santero, who also did the four foot crucifix. The flowing waved
hair of Nana Virgin is the personal gift of one of the village
girls. The face is that of a young Spanish woman, appealing
and touched with human compassion. The old admonition to
santeros was that he who did not carve a saint to appear
beautiful must be doomed to specific periods of perdition, the
time being directly in relation to the degree of improper
ugliness achieved in the work! Local seamstresses used to
employ their spare time in making dresses for Nana Virgin.
Even though the Virgin of the Immaculate Conception
represents Mary before she has born the Christ child, the
people of Tome carry one of their several Santo Ninos with
her in a procession through the village on June 2, to represent the visit of the pregnant Virgin to the home of St. Elizabeth, who was to become mother of John the Baptist. The
observance of this occasion, originated by the Franciscans
in 1263, was introduced wherever they worked. In the days
of Father Ralliere the people came out from their houses
to greet the holy visitors with incense, and the scene was
rich.
These two santos both are claimed not only to be very
old but also to have caused many cures and restoration of
harmony in unhappy families for those who receive them
well upon this visit. It is told that in the old days a man who
for some years had never gone to confession, even at Eastertime, and had not bothered to receive Nana Virgin and the
Santo Nino properly, one night was so beaten by a rival that
his head was broken and no one believed he had any chance
of survival. But when the holy pair stopped at his house a
few days later, in repentance he received them ardently, and
his recovery, dating from that hour, was so complete that
not even a scar remained.
This Santo Nino never has been kept in the tiny north
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chapel where most of the other old statues stand, but in the
home of a village girl "who prays for the privilege:" The girl
who is given this trust is khown as the "Madrino"-godmother-of the Christ child and for the year keeps the figure
upon a little shrine in her household. Today some of its
clothes are handmade and some are commercial doll clothes;
the carefully carved head and childishly curved body mark
the figure itself as being from Old Mexico or from Europe.
People coming into the house to visit the Babe are expected
to kiss its body in devotion, but in the last fifteen years the
custom of taking Child and Mother on their annual trip to
visit village homes has died out.
Father Ralliere believed that the saints of the Tome
\ Church should be many. Some were there from long before
his coming, such as the life-size Santo Entierro (Christ in
the Coffin) brought up from Mexico and ferried across the
Rio Grande by boat. Throughout the year the figure lay in an
open topped white coffin in the chapel, but at Eastertime it
was brought out to represent the Christ in the local presentation of the Passion Play, a hold-over of one of the mystery
plays of the 16th century.
In Father Ralliere's notes we read "El Santo Entierro
tenia en la Planta de los pies la fecha del anD 1722-probablemente el anD que fue comprado. Y fue retocado el anD
de 1897-en Marzo-por Trinidad Mondragon--de Morelia
M."26 This Mondragon, an old bachelor, lived in Father RalHere's household for only three years but he still is remembered distinctly as a "great magician" and colorful character.
He once offered to make the santos walk by themselves in
the church processions of the Easter pageant; even the
embrace of Christ and his Mother was to be arranged. Some
villagers say J.B.R. made hasty refusal and told the man
to get away but others insist that he seriously considered
the proposition and finally refused because it might get him
in league with the devil. The grandfather of one of Tome's
_ _ 26.~The-Santo-Entierro-had-on-the-bottom-of-its-feet-the-dateortlie
year 1722=--probably the year when it was purchased. And it was retouched in the year of 1897in March-by Trinidad Mondragon-of Morelia, Mexico." For description of the Passion
Play in which this santo takes a main part, see Florence Hawley Ellis, "Passion Play
in New Mexico," New Mexico Quarterly, Vol. XXII, 1952, pp. 200-212.
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modern young men saw the magician raise a dead burro in
a field-although the creature fell back dead again-and
many recount that he could make his handkerchief into the
form of a rabbit then actually send the rabbit running! But
after Mondragon had been knocked down by the village
strong man when he made a snake pop out of the hand he
was extending in greeting, Father Rallie:r:e began to gently
hint at a return to the home he had left in Mexico.
Another figure prominent in the Easter Passion Play is
that of Jesus Nazareno, locally carved, whose hands are
bound with ropes before he is placed in the little wooden
barred jail before the public trial scene in the churchyard on
Good Friday. Tpe Mary Magdalene was fashioned by two
local men only a few years ago and that of John the Evangelist as late as 1953,-to be blessed by Rev. Manuel Alvarez,
a visiting priest from Ecuador, just before it.was carried in
procession. The wooden candelabras used for the Tinieblas
on Holy Wednesday were made by a local man trained in
Father Ralliere's woodworking shop, but the pair of tall
candle lanterns with colored glass windows set into dull red
and green metal frames were among the early religious paraphernalia ordered from afar.
Lacking a San Ysidro Labrador, always popular in farming communities, Father Ralliere took up a collection to pay
for what appears to be a bulto of New Mexican make, but
which is known not to have been made in Tome. The oxen
which stand in front of him are the work of Teresita Z. Sedillo, now dead, wife of the mail carrier who so resembled
San Jose. Her artistry consisted of modeling small animals
in cement and in painting upon silk, after instruction in
Father Ralliere's school. Cement was used by another villager, Donato Estrella, in the later figure of Joan of Are, an
object of devotion to the French priest but sometime wryly
referred to as "the heavy lady" by his German successor!
He also did a cement image of St~ John the Baptist. Estrella
was primarily a stone cutter; his experiments in cement were
the result of lack of stone to work in the Tome area. He was
also aJpainter. His portrait, the Divino Rostro, the napkin
showing Christ's face, commissioned by Father Ralliere, still
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is carefully kept in the chapel and brought out to be carried
by the impersonator of Veronica in the Passion Play.
Upon the arm of a commercial image of the young Christ,
girls who had stepped from the path of virtue formerly left
little shoes as an offering of their penance, probably a custom
related to that of Chimayo where the Santo Nino is said to
wear out his shoes in doing good deeds. Dolores, Mother of
Sorrows, also received gifts but usually of clothing-including pink petticoats! The heads and hands of Dolores and of
the parallel figure, Nuestra Senora Soledad, Our Lady of
Loneliness representing the Virgin after the death of Christ,
were ordered from Portugal and came into Tome via Mexico.
Local santeros carved the wooden torso and arranged a
tepee-like frame over which the painted canvas skirts were
spread. The silver halo was made by one of the workmen
trained in Father Ralliere's blacksmith shop. At a time when
certain new statues were put into the church, some old ones
were returned to Teresito Sedillo (who had lent them years
before) for her own private chapel, in which Estrella did a
simple mural of clouds and angels for background. A second
private chapel, in a home formerly belonging to Francisco
Padilla, somewhat south of Tome, contains an old santo and
one from the late 19th century.
Men trained in woodworking made the church altars and
the old carved and painted confessional booth: The latter,
constructed with wooden wheels at two corners so that it
could be wheeled about, now is to be seen in the east room
of the Museum of New Mexico, in the Governor's Palace,
Santa Fe.
In 1866 Bishop Lamy decided that even though there still
was a dearth of priests in New Mexico and that travel between Arizona and New Mexico was beset with dangers from
Indian attacks, he no longer could leave Tucson without
church and clergy. Rev. J. B. Salpointe and three others were
chosen for the duty and equipped with saddle horses. A
wagon driven-by a-Mexican carried their baggage~SaJpoinfe
later recalled: 27
27.

J. B. Salpointe. SoldierB of the CroBB. 1898. p. 243.
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January the 8th was really a beautiful day, which was employed in going to Tome, where the Rev. J. B. Ralliere gave us
generous and cordial hospitality. It was at Pinos, in the parish
of Tome, that we could procure the first escort, but on the
advice of Father Ralliere, we determined not to take it as there
were for a long distance along the river settlements enough to
make it safe for us. The Rev. J. B. Ralliere, who had been notified of the coming party, had already made arrangements to
join it, with Rev. Benedict Bernard, the parish priest of
Socorro, and go with it as far as Fort Selden.
Socorro was made the station for the night of January 9th,
and that night was found very short owing to joviality of the
Revds. Ralliere and Bernard, who kept us pleasantly awake
until nearly midnight. In those old days, when some priests met
together, it was made the occasion of a fraternal festival.

On the next day the party moved on toward the difficult
Jornada del Muerto, where they made a detour to Camp
McRae in order to secure one camping spot with water. Leaving there next morning, the horsemen rode ahead of the
wagon and the other men who had joined their company on
the previous evening. No idea of danger occurred to the
clerics until all at once they spied five. Indians galloping
toward them from an angle. Although th~ missionaries had
two guns, they entirely forgot weapons in their precipitous
flight down the trail with the best speed their horses could
produce. The Indians turned back, the wagon and men before
long caught up with the priests, and at Fort Seldon a military escort joined them to give safe escort into Tucson. But
the fear of attacks by Indians, whose own situation was becoming increasingly difficult and hence aggravating warfare
as large numbers of emigrants poured into the country in
the post-Civil War period, was rarely forgotten.
While Father Ralliere was in Rome in 1869, his place
was filled by Father P. Luis Benavidez, who complained,
realistically enough, that Tome should be called "the charcos
city"-referring to the standing pools of water. These stagnant pools, a heritage of the great flood of 1828, and the
malaria mosquitoes which bred in them were one of the
problems to which Father Ralliere returned in 1870. Another
was a controversy over irrigation and flood control which
continued from 1869 to 1879, between the Church, the
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Oteros, and other wealthy families. The problem was one of
water rights in connection with water taken for irrigation
of church lands and other farm lands, which Otero complained left his mill at the end of the large acequia without
water and his orchards dry. It also involved technicalities
concerning church use of the plaza-which belonged to the
town as such,-as well as the proper extent of church farm
lands. J.B.R. had purchased large tracts personally. He had
1700 vines in the farm area just south of Cerro Tome, where
the remnants of one of his orchards still is to be seen. Other
scattered houses and tracts are pointed out as having once
been his. The services of the priest and of the church to
the town were well recognized, but competition in the field
of economics by-passed spiritual considerations. Colonel
Chavez offered to defend J.B.R. and the church in court
should the problem go so far.
Finally, worn out with the arguing and quibbling, and
irked by Otero's caustic comments regarding the church
bells merely "ringing into the wind," Father Ralliere's temper broke. He ordered the names of the two families of
"padrinos" of the Tome bell struck from the surface so that
they should be forgotten forever. Moreover, the task of removing the letter was to be done dramatically; each stroke
of the chisel was to be so timed that the resulting sound of
the bell should be the tolling customary for the dead. And
thus the bell hangs today-showing date, patron saint, and
then merely the titles "Don" and "Dona" twice apiece, for
the two families, and with only an area defaced by chisel
marks where the names should be.
The name of the more wealthy of the two families of
padrinos actually has been forgotten, although the tale of the
bell is a favorite. But the name of Otero is too thoroughly
involved in the history of the area ever to be lost.
The Otero fortunes had been growing. In 1874 Manuel
A., the father, decided to expand his ranches by purchasing
land in the Estancia Valley 28 on which to graze his 35,006
sheep, And-like his brother, Miguel A. (delegate to United
States Congress from the territory of New Mexico in 1855,
28.

Miguel A. Otero, My Life on the Frontier. Vols. I, II, p. 193, 1939.
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1857 and 1859), Manuel A. was interested in politics. In 1875
-the year Lamy received the pallium which made him Archbishop of Santa F,e-a courthouse was constructed on the
southwest corner of the Tome plaza, and over the iron-barred
door was placed the keystone carved by a local stone cutter
in honor of the town's leading officer:
Manuel A. Otero
1875
J uez de Pruebas

Manuel A. Otero
1875
Probate Judge 29

This courthouse, built to replace the first one, contained
besides the official offices a jail (reported to have once held
Billy the Kid) on the first floor and a family residence
fronted by a sixty foot green-painted balcony on the second.
The builder was one of three deserters from the Mexican
army who arrived together in Tome. They were taken into
J.B.R.'s household and given new names, the happy-go-lucky
builder, Collante-a carpenter and stone mason-thus becoming Chavira. He was, unfortunately, all too fond of drinking, and after almost freezing to death in a haystack one
night, he developed pneumonia and died a few days later.
The second man, Nacho, likewise was a good worker but so
unusually efficient in giving orders that he was suspected of
having been an officer in his previous career. Father Ralliere
made him his mayordomo. The third man, less colorful, married a local Genisera (half breed) and settled as a solid
citizen.
The courthouse served as center of civil justice for a
little over three years, before the "cortes" was moved to Los
Lunas late in 1878 or early in '79. The elaborate iron door
made in St. Louis for the courthouse was taken down and
re-hung in Los Lunas, where it served until a part of that
courthouse burned. Vivien Cordoba purchased the remains
for salvage and took the iron door to his ranch, the old
Rancho del Carrizo y del Ojito, about fifteen miles northeast
of Tome, just off the border of the grant. It was built into
one of the adobe walled rooms; now itself in ruins, although
29.

The "S" is conspicuous, indicating-presumably- a poor command of English

by the stonecutter.
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the door still stands within its metal frame, as solid as ever.
The lengthy inscription to the left of the big keyhole is in
English:
R. J. Pauly and Bro.
Manufactorers
No. 944 North Main St.
St. Louis, Mo.

Manuel A. became influential in the Estancia area as well
as in Tome. In 1877 he was persuaded to donate a bell to the
church in the little foothill village of Manzano, on the west
edge of the valley, although it is said that he again used the
same phrase of church bells ringing into the winds which had
so annoyed Father Ralliere in Tome.
And then, on March 1, 1881, he died and was buried in
the marble-marked tomb in the Tome churchyard, beside his
devout first wife, Dolores, whose body years before had been
brought back across the Plains by wagon train after her
death following an operation performed in Philadelphia.
His second wife, who was but eighteen and reputedly beautiful, bore a son, Manuel A., Jr., after the death of Manuel A.,
Sr., but the child died in infancy. His grave is that marked
by a metal fence adorned with metal vases in front of the
Tome church. Manuel B. (son of Manuel A. and Dolores;
father of Manuel B. Otero, Jr.) took over management of
his father's estate, including the Estancia lands which were
to become the cause of his death slightly more than a year
later.
The land had been purchased by Manuel A. and Miguel
A. together; it originally had been granted to Bartolome de
la Baca of Valencia, under the Spanish regime in 1819, but
in 1845 most of it was included in a grant made by the new
government, under Mexico, to a soldier in recognition of his
services. The soldier sold his rights to another, who in turn
offered it for purchase to Joel P. Whitney, a Boston capitalist. The latter sent his brother James out to run 25,000
cattle upon it. When Whitney and Otero discovered that both
families" apparently owned the same land, tne "pr60lem was
taken to court. But the two groups met at Estancia Springs
on Aug. 19, 1883, and at Otero's request that Whitney show
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a court- writ authorizing his taking temporary possession of
the springs, Whitney opened fire. Manuel B. and a brotherin-law were killed. Miguel A. Otero, Manuel B.'s wife, and
the man who later became her second husband and others of
the family are reported to have spent half a million dollars
and years of effort in trying to reclaim their Estancia property, a labor which resulted in almost no success, even after
one of Bartolome Baca's grandsons recognized his ancestor's
name upon a piece of old paper in which his lunch had been
wrapped, and upon examination found it to be part of the
original-and presumably lost-grant document.
The event long to be remembered for 1884 was the flood,
so much more damaging than any other flood remembered
before or after that it always is known as the flood. The river
broke from its banks near Isleta and inundated the entire
valley down to La Constancia. The villagers from all the
valley towns fled to the east mesa. Father Ralliere set up his
altar beside a tamarisk tree and assembled his large household nearby. Then, on horseback, he traveled up and down to
the various groups, bringing cheer and distributing provisions to the people.
The santos all had been removed from the chapel, at
Father RaIliere's orders, except for the Santo Entierro which
miraculously became so heavy that all the men together could
not lift it. "Christ was stubborn; He did not want to move,"
explained the people, and so He was left in place. That section of the church did not fall although the walls of the nave
were so damaged by the two feet of water covering the town
that shortly after they required rebuilding. The courthouse
of 1875 likewise was damaged but did not fall.
For use between the plaza, the church, and the "cerro"
Father Ralliere built a big flat boat, to be pulled by a stallion
which was carefully guided over a pathway deep enough to
float the boat but not sufficient to founder the horse. The
Catholic churches of Santa Fe, Las Vegas, and Bernalillo
sent flour and lard for relief; flour and other foods were
sent also by John Becker of Belen. A merchant of Peralta
brought the supplies across the river from Belen and Isleta
and, with others, aided Father Ralliere in handling the dis-
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tribution. For his own use and that of his large household,
Father Ralliere purchased 1000 pounds of flour and 25
fanegas (about 3200 pounds) of wheat from Alfonso Gingras
and from the priest of Belen. One of the disappointments of
J.B.R.'s life was that in an account of the flood published in
an eastern newspaper by one Thomas Harwood, he was accused of dishonesty in distribution of the relief foods. Sometime later Father Ralliere, as he relates in his notes, met the
son of Thomas Harwood on a train en route to Albuquerque
and showed him the receipts for his personal purchases during the flood period. The Harwood explanation was merely
that the unsavory tale had come directly from some of the
residents of Tome. The tale finally was traced to a man, part
of whose wheat field necessarily was\ruined by the current
when J.B.R. advised a cut through the river dyke at a certain
point to drain some of the water back into the mainstream.
It is told that this man later went swimming in a pool twentyeight feet deep, one of the many cut into the bottomlands
by this flood, and drowned--presumably as punishment for
his sin. A certain "Pablo" who is claimed to have composed
some verses bringing forth the same accusations-though
Father Ralliere never was able to see or to hear them-narrowly escaped a beating at the hands of irate neighbors.
The song still sung in the valley to recall this flood is the
Indita del '84, composed by a man whose claim to local fame
rests equally upon this lyric and the fact that he still could
crack nuts with his baby teeth (he never acquired a second
set) at the age of 97:
Indita del '84
I

Ano de mil ochocientos-ochenta y cuatro allegado
Ano de mil ochocientos-ochenta y cuatro allegado
Una creciente varaz-que no la hemos sopartado.
Una creciente varaz--que no la hemos sopartado.

Cho:
A Y! Indita del Rio Grande 30_Ay! Que ingrata te estas mostrando
Ay!J\H!:-a esa~LP9bres mujeres-Ay! Con_sus colchones rodando.
30. Translation of the chorus:
Ay! My love of the Rio Grande
Ay! How ungrateful-you show yourselfAy! Look at all the poor womenAy! With beds and everything pell-mell.
(Picuri, mentioned in the last paragraph, is the eastern offshoot of Tome, in the
edge of the hills.)
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II
El Rio se nos rompio-viniendo la luz del diaEl Rio se nos rompio-viniendo la luz del diaDios me 10 perdonara-lo rompio Jesus Garcia
Dios me 10 perdonara-lo rompio Jesus Garcia
Salgan todos los
Salgan todos los
Lleven pronto la
Lleven pronto la
El senor don
El senor don
Si se quedan
Si se quedan

correos-los
correos-los
noticia-que
noticia-que

III
de a'caballo y de a'pie
de a'caballo y de a'pie
el rio va pa Tome.
el rio va pi Tome.

IV
Jesus Baca-no ha dijado confusoJesus Baca-no ha dijado confuso-en Valencia-alli no se encuentra Refugio.
en Valencia-alli no se encuentra Refugio.

V
Toda la gente se fue-de Valencia para el cerroToda la gente se fue-de Valencia para el cerroNo se han quedado en la casa-mas que el gatito y el perro
No se han quedado en la casa-mas que el gatito y el perro.

VI
Sale el padre Ralliere--con toda su compatriota
Sale el padre Ralliere--con toda su compatriota
Todos los dias preguntan :-"No se ha caido la parroquia"?
Todos los dias preguntan :-"No se ha caido la parroquia"?
VII
A la gente de Peralta-arrisenle desde aquiA la gente de Peralta-arrisenle desde aquiSalgan todos de la casa--corriendo hasta Picuri.
Salgan todos de la casa--corriendo hasta Picuri.

The education of his young parishioners always had been
of much concern to Father Ralliere. Villagers today smile as
they remember his testing the Catechism classes in the "Our
Father." J.B.R. began the prayer: "Padre Nuestro que estas
en los cerros-" Sometimes the girl or boy could take it up at
this point for a perfect recitation of the verses, but-if there
were only silence-the priest was quietly scornful. "Tu
cuidas las vacas y yo los becerros."31
But his interests, like those of Lamy, went far beyond
31. The word becerro means both "a young calf" and books bound in calf skin,
such as religious tomes. J. B. R. in his deft humor, was employing it in both senses
at once.
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the religious education of his people. In 1887 he was appointed Superintendent of Schools for Valencia County, an
area much larger at that period than today. The task was
one upon which he entered with great hopes and to which
he put his best effort. With his custas he traveled throughout
the county to inspect the schools in person. But the problem
of funds for equipment and teachers, including at least one
or more graduates from his own school, was insurmountable.
Two of his letters addressed to the County Commission have
survived. The first, written on blue-lined paper in a clear
beautiful hand, presents an enthusiastic picture of the
schools and their program but his last paragraph shows distress at unpaid salaries. A note of resignation appears in the
appended sentences, obviously added later, concerning the
previous school year.
SCHOOL REPORT OF THE VALENCIA COUNTY SCHOOLS

December 31-1887
Honorable County Commission:
At the present time there are 22 schools opened in this
county and these same are very flourishing. According to the
new law I have had the opportunity of examining the teachers,
and I know their capacity. The best have been chosen in-asmuch as the school funds permit.
The girls participate very little in the benefits of education because there are not sufficient funds to allow us to open
separate schools for them. All the teachers are very much
occupied with the boys. In some of the schools the teacher is
able to give his attention to both sexes. Moreover in most of
the villages the houses are so widely scattered that it is not
possible to send the girls to school. There are actually according to the reports given me by the teachers 1165 school children in regular atte'ri<;lance at school.
I
The bran~hes which are taught are ~eading, Writing, in
some schools Grammar, Geography, Arithmetic, History (Bible
History). In some of the schools-even though very incompetently-the teachers do teach the English tongue.
The boys and girls of 5 to 20 years of age in this county
at present- number 3006.. -The school of Ramah has not come forth to take the
teacher's pay this year.
To those teachers·l.vho teach English I have distributed
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the first and second readers on Hygiene and Health according to "the law and wishes of Congress.
I plead before the commission that you will make the appropriation for school funds as so~m as possible. In general,
the schools have been opened since the 1st of Nov. and in some
precincts there is no more money with which to pay the
teachers.
Your servant
John Baptist Ralliere
Supt. of Schools.
The commission will please not ask for a school report for
the year 1886-87. School could not be held because of lack of funds.
JBR

The distress became anguish and anger when the Commission did not even take the time to hear his report, let
alone provide salary money for the teachers who had already
worked for some time without pay. After what must have
been a month of inner debate, Father Ralliere resigned his
superintendency.
Tome, N. Mex.
January 25, 1888

Senor Don Felipe Chavez
President of the County Commission, Valencia County
Very honorable Sir:
There was not the interest to beg time to give my reports.
My reports were before the commission. The important thing
was to pay the teachers whom I have named. The commission
has not been kind enough to give me money to pay them. I
can not suffer the pain and the unhappiness which this perjury
to the teachers gives me. For this reason I beg the honorable
commission to accept my resignation as superintendent of
schools and place another at their will, to whom I will give
the archive.32
Your humble servant,
John Baptist Ralliere
32.
Tome, Enero 25, 1888
Sn. D. Felipe Chavez
Presidente de la Comision del Condado de Valencia
Muy Hon ble Sefior
No era el interes de pedir tiempo para dar mis reportes; mis reportes
estaban ante ]8 comision. El interes era de pagar los maestros que yo he
nominado. La comision no ha tenido a bien darme dinero para pagarlos. Ya
no puedo sufrir 1a pena y Ia congaja que me causa ese periuicio Ie los maestros.
Por eso suplico a ]8 Hon.bIe comision que accepte mi resignacion de Buperintendente de escuelas y panga otra de BU gusto, a quien yo entregare el archivo.
Su humilde servidor
J. B. Ralliere
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One man who followed Father Ralliere as County Superintendent of Schools was Jesus Concepcion de Maria Sanchez
(Corporation Commissioner i.or the state at the time of his
death) whose interests in religion and politics both were
deep. He is remembered as being well-traveled, bursting with
energy, and a blistering speaker who used English as ornately as Spanish. During his period of some twenty years
as superintendent, money for teachers and buildings finally
-though slowly-became available. The public school of
Tome was located on the west side of the plaza, with hardly
enough ground around it for the children to play. So the
open square became their playground. This building later
was left to become a parish hall, rarely used, and a new
school built on a plot donated by the church and of a size
sufficient to provide one of the best baseball fields in the
valley. One of the students of the older school, enthusiastically written up as an example of public education in Tome,
was the twelve year old Adelino, son of Superintendent Sanchez and eventually to follow him as County Superintendent,
who delivered a lengthy address in English on "Yesterday,
Today, and Tomorrow of New Mexico"33 at the Irrigation
Congress Convention in 1909.
Meanwhile, what effort J.B.R. might have put into the
far-flung county schools he concentrated upon his own, which
he had started soon after arriving in Tome. This school,
housed in the large buildings to the north of the church, was
open the year around and teachers, paid by Ralliere himself,
offered reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, history, hygiene and health, Bible, and music. In 1943 when the north
wing of the church crumbled, an old Greek coin showing
Tiberius Caesar was found beneath the floor. People thought
it probably had been lost from some coin collection used by
J.B.R. in connection with history lessons.
On his farm and orchard Father Ralliere taught agriculture and animal husbandry. He set up a loom for use of students or.-of any village adults- who had none at home. The
school also offered the best known facilities for carpentry
and black-smithing, even the halos for the santos of the
33. "A !lOY Orator," The Earth. January, 1909.
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church coming from the metal workers. Whip, belt, and rope
making from rawhide and from the hair taken from manes
and tails of horses and mules were taught. The workers employed upon Ralliere's farm and whom he already had
instructed in their specialized tasks aided as teachers, but in
music it was Father Ralliere himself who handled most of
the lessons. Besides the several organs which he had brought
into the community, at one time Tome boasted an entire
brass band under his direction, and many parishioners were
playing stringed instruments.
J.B.R. trained two church choirs for Tome, one of men
and one of women, who sang from choir lofts originally at the
sides of the nave rather than at the back, as today. He composed some of the songs still used in local religious services
and arranged others. 34 The text of the Spanish version of
America, sung in his school, is thought to have been his own35
although the subject receiving most emphasis in his school
was facility in the English language.
There are not many dated events in the later history of
the Tome area. In 1892 a bell, given the name Jesus Maria
Joseph, was purchased for the north belfry of the church;
it bears the date, a notation that it was cast in St. Louis, and
the name of Padre John Baptist Ralliere. In the same year
a bell for the Valencia church was cast in St. Louis and
marked with the name of the foundry (The H. Y. Stuckstede
B. F. Co.) , the name of the bell (Sangre de Cristo) , the name
of Father Ralliere, and the list of twelve sponsors or donors,
34. These songs, with others used in New Mexico, have been published (without
music) in Cdntico8 E8pirituale8, Recogido8 por el Padre Juan B. Raltiere. 1933. The
Ralliere songs at present are being recorded on discs.
35. America. as Bung in J.B.R.'s school in Spanish:
Paiz mio y Libre-Tierra muy noble--Te canto A Ti.
Patria de min Padres-Paiz del peregrino-Que de lejos vinaSiempre a cantar.
II
Reine Is musica-Natura entonen-Dulce cancion.
Dispierte todo--tambien la BrizaCon voz Placentera-Canten Ia Union.
.
III
Dios de mis Padres-Autor de LibertadOid mi cancion :
Viva Is Patria! Viva La America!
Tn Poder nos valgaDios-Nuestro Rey.
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men and wives: G. Chavez, Maria Luna, Gregorio Aragon,
Leandra Vigil, .Jesus Sanchez, Beatriz Chavez, Bernadino
Cedillo, Amada otero, Jesus Aragon, Catalina Chavez, E. L.
Dubois, and Barbara Bustos.
Father Ralliere sent a small bell to the same company in
St. Louis· that year to be melted and re-cast into a very large
bell for Peralta; it bears the usual data, with the name for
the bell, Mercedes Guadalupe, the name of Father Ralliere as
pastor, and the list of six sponsors: Mariano S. Otero, Filomena Perea, Salomon Luna, Adelaida Otero, Placido Romero,
and Felicitas Salazar.
The son of this Romero achieved unfortunate local notoriety through an unhappy love affair with tragic ending. The
girl to whom he had proposed without success was waiting
for a train one night in the Los Lunas station, with her sister,
when she was killed by a bullet which came through the window-leaving a hole still to be seen today. No one saw her
assassin but suspicion fell upon the suitor, who had been
attending a wedding feast in Valencia that evening and could
have slipped away for a few moments without being missed.
J.B.R. also had been at the feast and his horse, which had
been in its customary beautiful condition when he arrived,
was found sadly wearied and cut and bruised from branches
when he went out to it late that evening. It was thought that
the young man had borrowed the horse for a dash through
the bosque to Los Lunas, only three miles away, fired the
fatal shot from the darkness beyond the well lighted station,
and returned with equal speed to Valencia. There was a trial
and Father Ralliere, who was thought to have received the
true account in the confessional, was asked to testify. Bound
by the seal of the confessional, he could not speak. Later,
however, when asked if he himself would consider the condition of his horse as testimony, he could admit in positive
terms that the bruised and winded animal appeared to him
to point to the guilt of someone. No one paid the penalty of
thi_~ eri!ll~' _ho\V~yer ; some_said that money and the -politicians of the family were responsible for lack of conviction.
Coolness between the family and Father Ralliere became immediately noticeable, but others who had been lackadaisical
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in the past now were his firm supporters. A month later the
boy's father disappeared and later was found drowned in
the irrigation ditch; whether the girl's people were responsible no one ever knew.
A strange visitor in Tome (1895-6) was a bearded man
who called himself the Sanador (Healer). When asked who
he was, his answer was merely "El Dia Juicio sabreis quien
soy." His life was one of penance· and poverty; he walked
barefoot or in sandals and never was known to accept a ride.
He cured people in their homes or met them in front of the
church, where he made the form of a cross with his arms.
The healing was done with no more than a touch and the
softly spoken words "We must thank God for this." At night
he usually was a guest in the home of some family, but the
word went around the village that his bed always was found
miraculously unrumpled in the morning. He ate very little
but yet retained a handsome physique· and smooth skin; the
few coins he ever could be persuaded to accept for his healing
were given out to the poor. Some of the people had no faith
in his abilities and some feared him, but most felt that he
was a man of good will, traveling to help mankind so far as
he could.
Noting that he did not attend church and that the people
were beginning to pay more attention to him than to the
sacred services, Father Ralliere-Iong silent-finally spoke
vehemently against the man, although he later admitted that
he was sorry for having done so. Shortly after this the
Healer appeared-miraculously some said-at mass in the
Valencia church. All through the mass he remained on his
knees, praying; later he left the church, walking backward
with his face to the altar. From this time onward he went to
church off and on, but he said of himself merely that he believed in God and was affiliated with no specific sect. Father
Ralliere, too, came to admit that perhaps The Healer was
a holy man.
One family begged him to come to cure their young son,
seriously ill. The Healer stayed in their home for forty days
and the boy improved somewhat but finally died, at which
some lost their faith in the stranger. But others remembered
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that he had said at the beginning "The boy's name is already
written in the book of the chosen," and were content.
Eventually-in metropolitan Albuquerque-he was accused of witchcraft and jailed. Some said he escaped from
the jail mysteriously; others claimed that the jailer was
afraid of him and opened the door. Whatever the case, a few
days later, boys herding sheep in the Valencia area noticed
a small tent on the hillside and went up to investigate. Inside
sat the Healer, his arms folded, in deep contemplation. The
boys took him home with them and the people gave him a
shirt and blue jeans to wear in place of the robe with cord
cincture, which he usually wore. This was the costume in
which he appeared in a portrait printed upon men's big handkerchiefs, decorated about the edges with pink flower sprigs,
and marked at the bottom "Complimento de la Tienda de
Leon y Salomon"36-then the main department store of
Albuquerque. The custom of using such portraits printed on
cloth was widespread at the time; Emory's Notes tell of
finding the house of the priest in Santo Domingo Pueblo
draped with curtains patriotically depicting the heads of
numerous presidents of the United States.
The name of the Healer-Francis Schlatter-also appeared upon the handkerchief but strangely enough this
seems not even to have been realized by the villagers, who
insist that they never knew his name. He finally disappeared
-riding a white horse-into Mexico, as he had said he
would. The people divided his little tent into small pieces and
distributed them around, to be kept as carefully as religious
relics. One family still has a photograph taken inside a house,
showing two women and one man. Next to the latter is an
empty chair, in which the Sanador was sitting at the time
the picture was made-but since then his image has completely disappeared. It may be that when, later, one of the
36. School children of Tome still sing the little verse originally heard from the
clown of a puppet show-paid by the enterprising mercantile men-which stopped in
the village:
EI sombrero- de un rico se perdioy tres ninns que IlfiSCaVan 10 hallaron
10 jugaron,-lo vendieron,10 empenaronEn la Tienda de Leon y Salomon.
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women had paralysis and was given the photograph to hold
against her breast, the body perspiration affected the chemicals of the prin~. We know, at least, that the patient
recovered.
Even the "city people" of New Mexico and Colorado
never were quite sure what to think about Francis Schlatter.
There seems little doubt that he was sincere and that he was
seeking neither money nor fame. At least one man of Tome
became convinced that the Healer was the W~ndering Jew
who-according to story-had taunted Christ on the road to
Calvary with the mocking words, "I understand that you
claim to be a King and that you think you can make people
live forever." Christ quietly answered "I am a King-but
you shall live forever," words which made little impression
upon the man until that evening he saw his infant child stand
in its cradle and heard his shameful conduct denounced and
the added prophecy "You will live forever." Denied the consolation of death and. salvation until Judgment Day, he is
reported to have appeared in various parts of the world, the
last time-before the appearance in Tome and Valenciabeing in England in the 16th century.
After the Healer had been gone for a year, several men
who called themselves healers appeared in the Valencia area,
with intent toward gain. One, who claimed he was receiving
orders from the original "Healer" was rewarded with much
in gifts of groceries-until it became obvious that his
"cures" produced no observable results. Eventually, in northern Mexico, the skeleton of a man and the long copper staff .
Francis Schlatter always carried were found beneath a
tree. 37 But the actual history of the man is no more known
today than when he first appeared in the west.
Health was a serious matter in early New Mexico; privations in diet and in conveniences, lack of knowledge and
equipment for food preservation, prevention of contagion,
and poor sanitation led to high mortality. After a death (and
this custom pertained in the mountain villages of New Mexico
37. The discovery was made by Dr. Edgar L. Hewett of the Museum of New
Mexico; the staff remains in hiB private collection in Santa Fe. Mrs. Agnes Morley
Cleaveland tells of the remarkable performances of Francis Schlatter in No Life for a
Lady. Also see Edgar L. Hewett, Campfire and Trail, pp. 69-75.
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until recently) the mourners remained in a darkened room
for a week. The bereaved husband or wife dressed in mourning for th~ period of an entire year. The man let his beard
grow for that time, and upon his hat he wore a black horsehair band with white tassels or a white band with black tassels. The women wore black dresses and heavy black tapalos
(head coverings) ; deaths were so frequent that the garb
became standard for almost any female who had passed her
youth. No music could be played within the household during
the year of sadness. Before any festivity was to be held
within a village, a "gallo" went up and down playing a violin
or an accordion as announcement. But when he reached a
house of mourning the music was stopped and he prayed a
sudario as he passed, the word being translated literally as
"linen of the sweat of death; shroud." Old people consider
that the prayers of today "lack spicing" and the shorter
mourning period, sometimes no more than three months,
seems shameful.
Curanderos, the native herb doctors who never have hesitated to employ an occasional "spell" for or against witchcraft have continued through the years in Tome, as in other
New Mexico villages. as Perhaps the most revered of these
was a woman who had lived in Mexico before her marriage
and whose own health carried her to the ripe age of 110. Her
skills with herbs and potions were much appreciated in the
community and her good will as an eloquent leader in velorio
prayers still is remembered. 39 But another curandero, who
had been accused of witchcraft more than once, is credited
with having brought an end to the game of polo, once so
38. One of the greatly respected Tome specialists was Dofia Felipa, curandera and
midwife. whose greatest hoast was that she had presided at the birth of Dennis Chavez,
now senator from New Mexico.
39. The effectiveness of certain simple cures is a subject which still impresses the
villagers. For example, the famous buffalo hunter, Thomasito Martinez, who came
from Taos to Tome, had his legs frozen while encamped on the' Plains. Both were cut
off in camp but the stumps were healed by the applieation of two little bags of hot
porridge at their ends.
Twins are believed to have the power of causing the muscles of their enemies to
twist in pain-at will or even unconsciously. The cure is having another cuate (twin)
massage the victim.- The evil eye- - (ojo or mal oio) may be given a b~by-by o~~-who
chances to have the power, whether he realizes it or not, and infants of a generation
back wore bracelets of coral beads as protection. The cure-once the child was infected
-consisted of the person responsible spitting upon the child's face or head. Many
people. even today. spit upon a baby or touch a dampened finger to its forehead when
fondling it to make sure they do not accidentally affect it with "evil eye:'
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popular in the area. The players, on their horses, had gathered on the field in Peralta (end goals were in Adelino and
Peralta). The ball, as usual, had been buried beneath the
sand and the leaders were trying to knock it out as the opening move of the game. One leader did knock out a ball, but
the mallet of the other unearthed a little witch doll-and his
side lost the game and all the money which had been bet upon
it. The cU1'andero was blamed, and Father Ralliere, weary of
witchcraft problems and the hardships of gambling losses,
discouraged polo as such, as well as its popular relative,
hockey.
In May 1903, and on September 29 and October 8, 1904,
minor floods struck the Tome area, but altho~gh Chical and
portions of Peralta and Valencia along the river bank were
washed with water, Tome itself was unharmed. The flood of
1903 was followed by a drought which caused more damage
than the water. On May 23, 1905, a major flood struck.
Twenty-five houses in Valencia were deep in water. The
people of Tome built "burros" or levees and thus saved the
plaza from the full impact of the current, but many farms
in the area suffered.
In 1908 Tome celebrated Father Ralliere's fiftieth year
as pastor. One item upon the gala program of music and orations was a song and dance entitled "Lady Hiawatha" presented by school girls who now are among the matrons of the
community. In 1911 J.B.R. retired, ill and worn by his long
period of service, which had covered almost fifty-five years.
During the following three years he lived in his old house to
the north of the church in poverty and sometimes bed-ridden.
While suffering with malaria in those last years, say those
who revere his memory, he grew a full beard and the townspeople, observing that he looked more and more like Moses,
Abraham, and the patriarchs pictured in their religious
books, called him El Padre Eterno. His last journey was to
a sanatorium in Albuquerque, where he was taken by the
Archbishop, but he stayed only a few days, returned and
was confined to bed until his death. As noted in the memorandum book of one of the elderly townswomen: "El dia 18
de Julio muri6 el Padre Juan B. Ralliere-A las 9 de la
noche-el ano 1915-a la edad de 83." What lands had not
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been given to members of his household were left by his will
to the Archbishop. On the day of his funeral it rained and
the coffin had to be ballasted down with rocks because of the
wet soil, even though he was buried beneath the church floor.
Rain continued for the entire week and cheered the farmers
enough so that they forgot some of their sorrow at the passing of an old friend and teacher-although one housewife
still laments that she found fifty of her young fryers
drowned.
The people recall that the Church sent a fine orator to
Tome to deliver the funeral oration. Father Ralliere was
likened to the birds who drink water from pools in the rocks
after a rain and to the real men of God in Biblical times.
Much of the respect for education and the desire to fit
into the pattern of American culture were built upon foundations laid a generation ago in the Tome area by this priest.
The Passion Play, so long combined with Penitente devotions,40 was re-emphasized by the church and still is celebrated during Holy Week, although for a time in the '20's
some of the young sabios attempted to undermine the "old
fashioned performance" by ridicule. Father Ralliere's change
of custom in giving the keys of the Tabernacle, where the
Holy Sacrament is kept from Holy Thursday to Friday, to
the church Custos rather than to the local Justice of the
Peace, as in Spanish and Mexican days, marked a new understanding of separation between church and state in American thinking. Modernization has continued in the presentation of the Easter devotion. Pontius Pilate's proclamation
condemning Christ to the cross now is read as signed by that
dignitary in the position of "Presidente" rather than in the
old form, "Roman Procurator of the Land of-." And the
American flag, flying from a standard above the shell or
stage in the church yard where the crucifixion scene, climax
of the play, is enacted, is respectfully lowered to half mast
when Christ dies upon the cross.
The Memorial Monument, of which this stage is one sec40. Public flagellation, approved by priests in Tome through the early 1800's, and
e::;pecially prevalent in Adelino and Manzar-o, began to disappear with the coming of
Father Ralliere. The one form of the old penances still followed by some is that of
tossing a handful of kernels of wheat or corn into one's shoes and thus walking in
pain throughout Holy Week.
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tion, itself would have pleased Father Ralliere had he lived
to see it built, for it is in his tradition of linking the old with
the new. Constructed by a returned veteran of World War II
as a monument to the soldier dead and also to be used in connection with the old Easter play, it consists of three parts.
At the east end is a small open room representing Rebecca's
well, and within has been buried the body of a small boy, son
of one of the families prominent in carrying out the Holy
Week devotion. At the opposite end is a robing room, where
costumes are kept folded away in trunks and such props as
spears and helmets, cut from war surplus items and welded
into the shapes of Biblical times-as shown in pictures to be
found in village Bibles-are arranged. In one end is buried
two Tome boys killed in Korea. The heavy slab above is in:..
scribed with letters marked into the wet cement with a
finger: "Manso y Alegre" (Meek and Cheerful), and "Not
all the world-But indeed-Eternal life." Above the doorway, on the outside, is a niche holding a marble Lamb of
Sacrifice and beneath it a little angel strewing flowers upon
a marble tablet. A stone originally above the door of the old
schoolhouse but now with its broken edges smoothed again
and two designs cut into the center, the cross representing
the law of God and the old-fashioned balance scales representing civil law is built into the wall. To the good people of
Tome, the two are inevitably tied together. Beneath in Spanish is written "Render unto the government that which is of
the government and to God that which is Gods."
In the center is the open stage, the background painted
to show the Holy land as seen from beyond the three crosses
of Calvary. Upon these crosses, on Good Friday, are placed
the old image of the Santo Entierro from the coffin in the
chapel, and two young boys (their feet firmly upon small
steps, their heads hooded) representing the thieves who
hung with Christ upon the hill. As a prop to facilitate the
disappearance of the boys when the three "bodies" are taken
down and Christ in his coffin is carried in a devout and
incense-perfumed procession around the plaza and back into
the church, a narrow and unnoticed trench extends across
the stage behind the crosses.
Rev. Albert Castanie followed Father Ralliere (after the
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latter's retirement in 1911) with a service of twenty-seven
years in Tome. Then came Rev. Joseph Assenmacher, who as
a' young priest had hoped for missionary duties among natives-somewhere-but with good grace he devoted his energies to thirteen years of labor in this area and made himself
well-liked. His most treasured possession was a reliquary of
gold containing a tiny splinter said to have come from the
true cross of Christ, given to him by the Holy See for outstanding work in archaeology in the Holy Land. This relic
often was carried by Father Assenmacher to the top of Cerro
de Tome when he climbed the long path to meditate at the
shrine marked by three crosses and an altar. Like the Memorial in the churchyard, this place for prayer was constructed
by the young veteran; it is preserved for the pious people of
all nations and creeds by being purposefully kept without a
road. Mass is supposed to be celebrated there each year on
May 3rd, the day on which the true cross is said to have been
found by Helen, Mother of Constantine, first Christian Roman Emperor.
'
After Assenmacher's health failed he returned to Europe,
where he now serves as Assistant Pastor in a church of
Cologne, his original home. When he left a young Irishman
took over the Tome church for two months until the present
prie~t, Rev. Joseph Mueller, a classmate of Rev. Assenmacher, was assigned to this area in 1953.
Of these all, John Baptist Ralliere stands out as the
Father of the village; indeed, it is said by some of the good
people that if his body were uncovered they are sure his right
hand (he was buried holding the chalice he had brought from
France) would be found incorrupt. And yet the tales of Tome
recount periods when he suffered the stings of malevolent
criticism, as happens to any man who has life and daring
enough to take active part in a community. There were persons and there were problems which stirred him into indignant action, and it is said that in the ill health of his old age
-he--was-less-patient-than before. Be that asitmaY,-FatherRalliere is almost a saint to many of the families of Tome
and the surrounding area, and the stories of his life will long
remain in village lore as an inspiration to those born too late
to have known him.

